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BACKGROUND
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MY JOURNEY 
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London, UK – The International Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM) and leading 
suppliers have announced an ambitious plan to make mining vehicles cleaner and safer at 
the International Mining and Resources Conference (IMARC) in Melbourne, Australia.
The Innovation for Cleaner Safer Vehicles (ICSV) programme brings together 27 of the world’s leading 
mining companies and some of the best-known truck and mining equipment suppliers to accelerate 
innovation to develop a new generation of mine vehicles.

The ICSV programme aims to:

• Introduce greenhouse gas emission-free surface mining vehicles by 2040

• Minimise the operational impact of diesel exhaust by 2025

• Make collision avoidance technology available to mining companies by 2025.

The initiative has CEO-level support within all participating mining companies and 
equipment manufacturers. The programme will benefit the entire mining sector, not just 
ICMM members and is open to other equipment manufacturers who would like to join.
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Industry and vehicle manufacturers join forces to develop cleaner, safer vehicles - 31 October 2018
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WHY COLLABORATE
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COLLABORATION RESULTS TO DATE
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OUTCOMES FOR COLLABORATION

BHP Analyst Presentation Oct 2 2022 
Brandon Craig WAIO Asset President BHP
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Operating mobile equipment safely and productively in complex mining environments is essential for all mining and metals 
operations. If the business inputs that support successful vehicle interactions fail, then serious injuries or fatalities can result. 
Since 2018, the ICMM has coordinated a global initiative to promote collision avoidance technology capable of eliminating 
fatalities from vehicle interactions and make this available to mining companies by 2025. 
In 2025, this partnership between mine operators, industry associations, original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and third-
party technology providers has established processes that assist operating sites to improve their vehicle interaction controls, 
systematically and practically. 
These resources include tools and processes that can be adapted by mines to: 
• Review and confirm their current operating vehicle interaction control baseline(s)
• Identify and deliver relevant design, operational and technology innovation improvements. 
• Monitor, maintain and update their vehicle interaction good practice 
The resources build from real world experience and emphasize engaging with knowledgeable and experienced personnel, 
operational integration, and engineering excellence. 
They also provide structured information that is being used by OEMs, third-party technology providers and mining companies to 
accelerate equipment design and operational practice innovations. 
The outcomes from this initiative are guiding technology investments in multiple projects to improve vehicle interaction 
management across the global mining industry. Notably these investments are also assisting operations and companies to define
and deliver their broader digital futures. 
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Industry and vehicle manufacturers are developing cleaner, safer vehicles progress - 31 October 2025


